
Royal Guitar Club

Virtuosity on 25 Strings

It is said that music carries people off to other worlds, to the past and their most beautiful
memories. On this particular journey the ROYAL GUITAR CLUB takes its audience.

The four musicians present their own unique compositions, interpretations of well-known 
songs and instrumentals at a high level. A homage to different musicians and songwriters 
like Gary Moore, Marc Cohn or Al Di Meola and Paco de Lucia.

With an enormous stylistic range the four gentlemen from Germany and Austria succeed 
in taking their listeners on an expedition of well-known and newly composed melodies and 
arrangements. Whether it’s bluesy, flamenco rhythm or jazz solo, they put a lot of lifeblood 
into every note with their incomparable style. 

The special flair that Axel Friedrich gives the songs with his unique voice and the 
seemingly infinite compositional cosmos of the quartet are the foundation of the catchy and 
always comprehensible musical pieces they write.

They present the culmination of years of study and collaboration with people like master 
guitarist and producer Dieter Roth (Gunther Emmerlich, Lou Bega)  Sander van der Heide 
(UB40, Lionel Ritchie) or Gerhardt Wölfle (Rolling Stones). On hundreds of performances 
(among others with world stars like John Mc Laughlin, Mike Stern, Simon Phillips Band, 
Birelly Lagrene, Andy Summers et al.) these finger acrobats acquired experiences and 
international impressions that they now share with their listeners as the ROYAL GUITAR 
CLUB. 

In spring 2011 they finished their debut album “Dreamscapes and Timelines” which was 
produced with assistance of Wolfgang Spannberger (Hubert von Goisern).

After extensive touring in Europe, the four musicians wrote their second album “Kingly 
Desperadoes“ and went back to the Studio. The CD was released in autumn 2014.

2015 and most of 2016 has been reserved for touring again through Germany, Austria 
and Switzerland. They are planning to record their third Album in spring 2017.

The ROYAL GUITAR CLUB makes its audience feel that even in this fast-moving 
musical epoch, timeless compositions and harmonies can arise.


